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Les Miserable is one of the Broadway biggest hits that is entertaining its audience for many years.
Les Miserable Musical is sentimental, serious and emotional musical serial. Itâ€™s a realistic play that
has successfully grabbed the attention of the viewers for many years. The play very successfully
draws the consideration of the audience that they completely feel absorbed themselves in the story.
With every moment interest of the story raises and lift up the curiosity of the viewers. The whole
drama is based on the theme of French revolution that has dissolved the hearts of million viewers.

Itâ€™s story is adapted from a novel that was written by Victor Hugo, approximately a hundred year
back.  Although numerous changes has been occurred as set designing, artists etc but the charm of
this show is still alive.

Les MisÃ©rables has won several awards including Best Musical Award, Tony Awards and Grammy
Award. The theatre lover has a golden chance to proof their love for theater by grabbing Les
MisÃ©rables Tickets. The name of the Les Miserable is derived from the French language. If you will
go through the story then you will feel that the name is apt and suitable and writer have sympathy
regarding humanity. All the characters that have been manifested are truly miserable. The two
directors Trevor Nunn and John Caird very beautifully and

in an artistic manner have portrayed the picture of French natives that how that they bear brutality
and suffer from oppressive conditions.

Its music is composed by Claude-Michel Schonberg. Its music was 1st introduced in 1980â€™s in
French language. Les Miserable has multi featured stories about those people who struggle in their
life.  The center of this story is 7 years old boy who suffers a 19 years sentence for stealing a bread
piece for his younger sister.

After releasing from jail he tried to be a good man but his past mistakes proof a hurdle in this way.
There is also another plot of women who get involved with the profession of prostitution due to laxity
of her husband. She adapted this occupation just to feed her little kids. There are also 2 other
stories based on human rights

filled with excitement.

Les miserables The Musical portrays the pathetic condition of 19th century French people and their
desire for freedom. No matter what we are apparently but our internal feelings are always
emphasizing on freedom and liberty. The show is also known as Les Miz and Les

Mes. All the characters presented in the show will never disappoint you like Jean Valjean and
Fantine. Itâ€™s believed that Les MisÃ©rables is the most praise worthy show of the world. The show has
toured all over the world and always receives an endless admire. If you will see this drama you will
come to know that you are at right place of entertainment. Getting Les Miserables Tickets is an
honorable butlosing it mean to lose a lot. So donâ€™t you meditate any more just attack on your
Miserable Tickets.
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